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ABSTRACT 

Integrated Circuits (IC) have developed fi-om its earliest forms of MSI, LSI level 

circuits to VLSI (Very Large- Scale Integration) and ULSI (Ultra Large- Scale 

Integration) circuits. Along with the rapid advancement in processing technology which 

made this possible, the complexity in design and design concerns increased. More time is 

consumed in designing a IC than producing it. As a result, the cost of design is a major 

concern. To minimize the effects of cost and time in producing an IC, the industry 

started adopting a "Design Reuse" concept. This is facilitated by modular design 

approach where the same design is reused for a new product. 

The whole digital system is realized in form of modules. Individual modules can 

also be expanded to higher bit configurations by cascading it with other modules of the 

same kind. IC industries use in-house designed modules for its products. These modules 

are not available due to proprietary and commercial reasons. This thesis presents a 

comprehensive insight into modular design approach and applies this approach towards 

implementing a microcontroller. A fully functional microprogrammable control unit is 

designed and simulated which could be later used as building block (module) for fiirther 

designs. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Evolution of Integrated Circuit 

Each of the last few decades has seen a new digital semiconductor technology 

come forward as the leading edge for that era. In the 1950s Gate Level discrete size 

components were designed where a few transistors and other components combined to 

form an AND, OR or NOR gates. The mid 1960s saw the development of small-scale 

integrated circuits (SSI). SSI consisted of four or more gates (about 2-10 gates) in a single 

integrated circuit (IC) package. Standard NAND, NOR, OR, AND, EXOR, NOT or 

INVERTER gates became available as a means of improving the design and the design 

process. In the early 1970s, MSI (medium scale integration) logic was implemented. Ups 

to 200 gates were connected to form registers, decoders, multiplexes, counters, adders, 

comparators, etc. MSI logic allowed more modular design and speed up the design 

process since larger blocks could be applied [1]. 

The earliest ICs used bipolar technology and majority of logic ICs used either 

transistor-transistor logic (TTL) or emitter-coupled logic (ECL). Metal-oxide-silicon 

(MOS) transistor was initially difficult to manufacture because of the problems with the 

oxide interface. As these problems were solved gradually, metal gallium n-channel MOS 

(nMOS or NMOS) technology developed in the 1970s. At this time MOS technology 

required fewer masking steps, was denser, and consumed less power than bipolar ICs. 



This meant that for a given performance, a MOS IC was cheaper than a bipolar IC 

and led to investment and grov^h of MOS IC market [2]. 

LSI logic (large-scale integration) was introduced in the late 1970s. LSI had the 

capability of implementing logic containing 200 to 1000 and more gates. It was during this 

time that arithmetic logic unit (ALU) with onboard registers, microprogrammable 

sequencers and interrupt controllers in bit slice format became available. Memory chips 

(ROM, PROM, RAM) in increasing sizes became readily available. LSI culminated with 

the one-chip microprocessors. It was not until the 1980s, VLSI (very large- scale 

integration) and VHSLI (very high speed large- scale integration) were introduced. This 

gave the capability of implementing logic of 20,000 gates and higher. Large functional 

blocks like CPU (central processing unit); complex functions and their related circuitry 

could be brought together in lower power, faster chips. LSI and VLSI fiirther increased 

the modular block size, reducing design time, space and power considerations and 

increasing reliability as connections were moved inside the components. Many LSI and 

VLSI blocks are designed by their manufacturers and referred to as fixed-instruction-set 

(FIS) modules. 

Due to the developments in semiconductor processing techniques it became feasible 

to practically realize large number of transistors (capability far surpassing previously 

achieved) in a single chip. With the advent of VLSI in 1980, engineers began to realize the 

advantages of designing an IC that was customized (custom ICs) or tailored to a particular 

system or application rather than using standard ICs alone. As VLSI became a reality, it was 



possible to build a system fi-om a smaller number of components by combining many standard 

ICs into a few Custom ICs. This design methodology reduces cost and improves reliability. 

As different types of ICs began to evolve for different types of applications, these new ICs, 

gave rise to new term: Application Specific IC, or ASIC. The exact definition of any ASIC 

is difficult. ASIC was the natural outcome of VLSI circuit technology. In the 1980s this 

technology had the capability of 30,000 gates, able to implement multiple functions. The 

number of gates increased to 100,000 in the early 1980s, along with speeds 

of 1.4 GHZ and higher. 

1.2. Bit Slice Design g s n 

For any given design, if the architecture of fixed LSI and VLSI blocks suits the 

application, then the design time is considerably shortened. When a one-chip 

microprocessor is not quite suitable, microgrammable architecture can often provide 

sufficient customization. Microprogrammable architecture, such as bit-slice architecture, 

allows closer control over the architecture, but not total control. Bit slice architecture 

includes interruptible sequencers and ALUs. The customization of the bit-slice modules to 

an application is done through customer designed module interconnection, the 

implemented commands and their sequences. The commands or instruction set is called 

the micro-program for the design. 



1.3 Application Specific Integrated Circuit TASIC) 

The 1980s saw the acceptance of ASICs (Application Specific Integrated Circuits), 

VLSI devices large enough to allow designers to implement architectures that were suited 

to solving the design problem rather than forcing one architecture to solve everything. It 

was the natural extension of bit-slice architecture, where some control of architecture was 

possible through microprogramming, but where the basic building blocks were a fixed 

design. 

Application-specific situations also include the standard product mix where the 

market for a device is so large that the products are developed specifically to a mass 

application. PCI controllers are examples where one interface controller is targeted to 

handle the interface for many devices and device types. The control problem is tailored to 

the device via programming the application-specific customization of design solution 

allows the designer to have the creative power of a gate level breadboard design while 

keeping the production advantages of VLSI. 

1.4. Design Tradeoffs 

The design tradeoffs are summarized in Table 1.1. Basically where high speed, 

long word lengths, or critical instruction set occurs, MOS FIS cannot be used. If design 

time, part count, board space restrictions also exist, or if production volume does not 

support the effort required to do an SSI/MSI design (considered the most difficult to do 

correctly in a given time frame), the bit-slice device is the best choice. 



Bit-slice devices are applied to three basic areas: machines with long control 

works, machines with special instruction sets, and high-speed machines. It should be 

noted that a microprogrammed bit-slice design is upgradable or changeable through a 

change of PROM or a reload of a patch to writable control store, making it more flexible 

than a hardwired design. 

Table 1.1. Design Tradeoffs [2] 

Architecture 

Physical size 
(Typical) 

Board Length 

Instruction Set 

Operating 
Speed 

Design Time 

Debug 

Documentation 

Upgrades 

Cost 

SSI/MSI 

Any desired 

500 chips 

Any desired 

Any desired - may 
be hard-wired 

100-200 ns 

Long, slow if done 
correctly 

Difficult 

Tedious, often 
difficult 

Up to a full 
redesign may be 
required 

Highest 

Bit-slice Devices 

Pseudo-flexible 

50 chips 

Multiples of 2, 4 

Any desired - may be 
microprogrammed 

100-200 ns 

Fast 

Development system aid 
processors 

Forced via 
microprogram 

Easily done, can be pre
planned upgrade 

Medium 

FIS/ MOS 
|i-Processor 

Predesigned 

3-6 chips 

4, 8, 16, 32, 64 

Constrained if speed 
is a problem 

1-2 microseconds 

Fast 

Development systems 
aid processors 

Software is a major 
portion 

Easily done 
(software) 

Lowest 



1.5. Present Trends in Chip Technology 

The late nineties have seen new trends in digital design, which is a distinct 

departure from the past. Designers are driven to construct chips with greater speed and 

high computational power for wide level of applications. Consequently SSI/MSI or bit 

slice devices are rarely used. And microprocessors have become very fast, with higher 

computational capabilities. With the increasing number of tasks expected from the 

processor to perform, the complexity, design time and cost have increased. As a result 

there are several questions a designer has to face before making design decisions. Based 

on the requirements and considering different constraints, the designer makes a decision to 

use either application specific device or general-purpose processor. Both of these devices 

have their own unavoidable disadvantages and advantages. General-purpose processors 

sacrifice performance in order to achieve flexibility and generality. In contrast, application 

specific processors are optimize for their intended applications, often achieving an order of 

magnitude improvement in performance [3]. The perceivable advantage with application 

specific processors is that no processing power is wasted on unnecessary capability [4]. 

On the flip side, the main disadvantage of these processors are their high cost, as each 

design is uniquely made for a particular application. The two good reasons in favor of 

general-purpose processors are that they allow development cost to be amortized over a 

potentially long run, which reduces cost to a any individual user. In addition the risk of 

fundamental defects in design is reduced [4]. However, the problem that occurs is 

general-purpose processors generally offer inadequate throughput for many problems. 



A hybrid of applications specific and general purpose is how Application Specific 

Programmable Processor (ASPP) can be broadly described. ASPPs are designed to 

overcome some of the problems in applications specific and general-purpose processors. 

They incorporate the best of both worlds for applications in a specific domain, such as 

digital filtering [3]. ASPPs can be used as processor cores to speed up the design of 

complex chips and also open the door for the new trend, "design reuse" [3]. Design reuse 

is using previous designs as building blocks in new designs. This concept makes a strong 

case for modular design. 

Chip design has grown to a high level of complexity in an attempt to execute more 

instructions per cycle. However many times complexity fails to yield expected throughput 

and winds up costing a lot in terms of die size, clock cycles and scheduling [6]. An ASIC 

has Hmited flexibility, at the same time ASPPs and MCM are suited for signal processing 

applications. Again different companies have not set standards for modular systems on a 

chip. This would lead to the solution, which is to simplify design that has options for 

functionality and flexibility. Designing fundamental building blocks for digital design can 

be an answer to this problem. In short, engineers provide some powerful, fast expandable 

and flexible building blocks that can be tied together to meet the requirements in an ASIC 

design or in general purpose applications. Though there exist several layout software 

programs in the market with libraries for building blocks, they offer layouts for primitive 

gates only. There exist no such blocks for multiplexers, adders, shifters, ALUs or control 

units. It takes large investment in time and money to design and build complicated circuits 



from these primitive gates. To obtain the advantages of modular based design, tool 

libraries must have building blocks at MSI and LSI level. 

Another point of view is that the commercially used designs are not available to 

the general public. This research aims at investigating the nature and advantages of digital 

building blocks (Modular design concept) and implements a modular microcontroller by 

addressing the microprogramming concept. 

1.6. Outline 

Chapter II in this thesis discusses the microprocessor structure and the 

microprogramming approach. In Chapter III the emphasis is on microprogram control 

flow. Timing and pipelining is dealt with in Chapter IV, programming support in Chapter 

V and microprogram instruction format in Chapter VI. Chapter VII deals with the 

hardware implementation, and the remaining two chapters, VIII and IX deal with results 

and conclusion, respectively. 
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CHAPTER II 

CONTROL UNIT DESIGN: MICROPROGRAMMING APPROACH 

This chapter deals with the fundamental concepts that govern the design of a 

computer control unit. 

2.1. Microprocessor Structure 

The basic generic structure of a typical microprocessor is shown in Figure 2.1 

Instructions/ 
Data 

Control Results 

Figure 2.1. Basic microprocessor organization 

There are three main areas. The memory area is used for internal storage of data within the 

microprocessor. The second aspect of interest is the control. Microprocessors work by 

the use of instructions. The purpose of the control circuitry within a microprocessor is to 

take a given instruction, and decode it such that the desired operation is performed on the 



desired data. There are two basic approaches, hard-wired control, and microprogrammed 

control. 

2.1.1. Hard Wired Control 

In a hard wired control system the control circuitry has a set of output lines 

connected directly to each part of the ALU which has some control aspect associated with 

it. The decoding of the instruction involves generating the appropriate set of outputs on 

the lines to perform the desired function. Since the number of output lines is fixed, this 

process can simply be implemented as a combinational circuit, or as a ROM device. 

2.1.2 Microprogrammed Control 

Microprogramming is an approach that implements complex instructions from a 

basic set of functions. This reduces significantly the amount of circuitry required in the 

ALU at the expense of speed. Microprogramming works by breaking down each 

processor instruction in to a sequence of microinstructions which, when executed in 

sequence, implement the desired instruction. Consider as an example, binary subtraction. It 

is necessary to break down the operation in to a series of simpler steps. They might be 

• Load B in to accumulator (data transfer). 

• Negate B (and store result back in accumulator). (Bitwise logic). 

• Increment accumulator (addition). 

• Add A to accumulator (addition again). 
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Each of these operations is simple, but the original single instruction has now 

produced four microinstructions. The control circuitry therefore involves taking in the 

original instruction and issuing the appropriate sequence of microinstructions. The 

microinstructions may be stored in some form of ROM device. An alternative form may be 

to construct a Finite State Machine that issues the appropriate sequence of 

microinstructions as states, based on the input instruction. In order for a processor to 

fiinction, it requires a series of instructions to instruct it what to do. The next block in 

consideration is Arithmetic and Logic Unit. This is the part of the processor, which 

undertakes the operations on the data. This is the area of a microprocessor where the 

majority of the work is done. It is a component capable of performing a range of 

operations on data and producing the desired output. 

2.2. Selection of Implementation: Hardwired or Microprogramming 

A designer is faced with these basic choices in implementation: 

1. SSI/MSI hardwired logic called a discrete design 

2. Fixed-instruction set (FIS) microprocessor 

3. Microprogrammable or bit-slice architecture 

4. Application-specific solutions in ASIC or standard product where the 

devices are pre-designed or only slightly modifiable. 

There are number of factors which influences the decision as to which implementation is 

best for the application. In terms of the architecture, any FIS MOS microprocessor by 

11 



definition has its own predefined internal architecture, and this constrains the design 

options available. An SSI/MSI implementation allows the designer to specify the exact 

detail of the architecture desired. With bit-slice devices, some constraints are placed on the 

designer, but most of the system architecture is left to user definition via the selected 

interconnections and microprogram. 

2.3. Microprogramming Architecture 

Microprogramming is to hardware design what structured programming is to 

software design. If a bipolar Schottky TTL machine is to be built in bit-slice or in 

SSI/MSI or ASIC, its control should be done in structured microprogramming. 

First random sequential logic circuits are replaced by memory (writable control 

store or ROM [read only memory] or PROM [programmable ROM] or related devices). 

This results in a more structured organization onto the design. 

Second, changes in the microprogram can facilitate sufficient upgrading. As this is 

a augmentation in the microprogram code no hardware is disturbed. 

Third, an initial design can be done such that several variations exist simply by 

changing the microprogram, and enhanced versions can be preplanned such that version B 

is constructed simply by adding a new microprogram code or two to version A, 

simplifying production. The machine level instructions are what the computer control unit 

( e c u ) receives. 

Version B = Version A + more microprogram code. 

12 



In a microprogrammed machine, each machine level instruction (referred to as 

macroinstruction) is decoded and a microroutine is addressed which, as it executed, sends 

the required physical control signals in their proper sequence to the rest of the system. 

This is where software instruction via a firmware microprogram is converted into 

hardware activity. The machine level instructions are what the computer control unit (the 

e c u ) receives. In a microprogrammed machine, each machine level instruction (referred 

to as a macroinstruction) is decoded and a microroutine is addressed which, as it executes, 

sends the required physical control signals in their proper sequence to the rest of the 

system. This is where the software instmction via a firmware microprogram is converted 

into hardware activity. 

2.4. Microprogram Storage 

The various software programs (high-level user programs) will vary from hour to 

hour, or more often, and the data too will vary; therefore read-write or RAM memory is 

required as their storage area. The microprogram, however, will usually remain the same. 

There are a few machines that loaded a different microprogram for each of several specific 

application languages. 

Where one microprogram is to be used by the system, ROMs (high-production) or 

PROMs (lower production, prototype) are used for the microprogram memory. Such 

systems are called microprogrammable systems. When a microprogram may be replaced 

by another, for example, to emulate another machine or to do a diagnostic run, then either 

13 



a separate read-write memory, called a writable control store (WCS), or part of the system 

main memory is used as the microprogram memory with area of main memory as the 

auxiliary storage for the microprogram. Throughout the remainder of this thesis, the 

microprogram control memory will be assumed to be a PROM memory for the sake of 

simplicity. 

2.5. Instruction Format 

Each machine-level instruction has an op-code and operand field as shown in 

Figure 2.2. A sample microinstruction format is shown in Figure 2.3. There may be 

several different formats for the instructions in any one machine. The control unit decodes 

these instructions, and the decoding produces an address, which is used to access the 

microprogram memory. The microroutine for the individual machine or macroinstruction 

is called into execution and may be one or more microinstructions in length. (A 

microinstruction will be assumed to execute in one microcycle.) 

Opcode Destination Register Source Register 

Bits 15 8 7 4 3 0 

Figure 2.2. Machine Level Instruction 

Each microinstruction field directs or controls one or more specific hardware elements in 

the system. Every time that a particular machine instruction occurs, the same microroutine 

is executed. The particular sequencing of the available microroutines constitutes the 

14 



execution of a specific program. Microprogramming is done in the format or formats 

designed by the programmer. Once chosen, the format becomes fixed. Each field controls 

a specific hardware unit or units and the possible bit patterns for each field are determined 

by the signals required by the hardware units being controlled. Simple, short 

microprograms can be recorded in bit string fashion and prototype PROMs created using 

manually operated PROM burners. 

Branch 
Address 

|a-Inst. CC 
MUX 

IR 
Load 

ALU 
Controls 

Mux 
Control > » » » » 

Figure 2.3. Microprogram Instruction 

More than one microinstruction can exist for a given microprogram. When two or 

more exist, extra bits must be added to the microword and these are assigned the task of 

signaling the controller as to which format is being decoded. The simplest 

microprogrammed computer control unit would require an instruction register, decode 

logic, a clock source and a ROM-PROM based control memory. Output from the control 

memory would include the control signals for the rest of the system. 
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Next 

Load H^xl Address 
on Rising Edge of 

Cicick Signal 

xz 
Register Clock 

Timing Control 
Sigrtais to System 

Figure 2.4. Simplest Control Bit implementation. (Clock signal refers to the rising edge) 

2.6. Implementation of a Sequential Machine 

The very simple microprogram controller can be constructed from a PROM and a 

register as shown in Figure 2.5. The load enable on the register is connected to the clock 

signal. The register outputs an address to the PROM memory, and this address is used to 

fetch the next microinstruction that is to be executed. No next address logic is included or 

required. After a time delay equal to that needed for stabilizing the register outputs plus the 

read access time of the memory, the memory outputs to the control signals to the rest of the 

system and the next address to be loaded into the register. The PROM memory is also 

referred to as the control memory. The output form the memory must be stable before the 
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next dock pulse (Cp). The size of the memory is 2" words, with each word M bits long. The 

M bits are formed from the C control bit plus the n address bits required specifying the next 

instruction. M = C + n. 

^ P ~~ t read access of memory "'" t register Cp to output ' t setup time for register-

"•Mt-up 

Clnci; 

UltralnifttUti'tani 
2*^ •^iards 

n 
V^—> 

C 

-f. 

% 

'il-3 
M'2 

M-1 

u 
. ^ 

^ 

W .uis ACCEaa 

Micrap^oqram Memcry 

2nx M 

i^ i^et^ HfXi HardHvsre Contrcil 
$ t ^ Signals tor One Stsp 

Figure 2.5. The simplest implementation of a sequential machine 

Word width equals the number of control bits plus the number of next-address bits. 

The programmer is free to place a microinstruction in any order as long as each one 

references the next executable address. This system will run from clock power-up until clock 

power-down. Assume on power-up that the register is cleared and the first address executed 

is address O. Since no address logic is provided, only one sequence is possible. 
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2.1. Sequential Execution 

A reduction in required PROM memory is possible by removing the requirements of 

the next address field. This is reasonable because the microprogram can be loaded into 

PROM in its executed order as one long sequential routine, as diagramed in Figure 2.6. In 

this case, the next microinstruction address is always equal to zero on start up. 

0 

1 

2 

3 

A 

Sequential 
Flow 

Counter 
Cloc 

Rese 
Microinstruction 
Address 

2"*M 
Microprogram 
Memory 

TTTTTTT 
AB C D E F 

Time delay = Access Time 
Of memory used 

Control Signals to System "Microword" 

Figure 2.6. Sequential Control 

The clock pulse width is determined by: 

Cp = t read access +1 counter Cp to output wWch is approximately thc same as before, since: 

t read access ^ ^ t Cp to output 

To derive the control portion of the microcode of the two control units described, 

assume a timing diagram. By digitizing the timing signal using the clock step and assuming 
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all changes correspond to the rising edge of the clock, the microprogram control field is 

simply the binary word at each time slice. The procedure is shown in Figure 2.7. 

1 

1 i 

1 

0 1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

r 

0 

1 

1 

1 

o
 

0 \ 0 

0 

1 1 1 1 

Clock 

Control Signal A 

Control Signal 

Control Signal 

Control Signal 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
> 

Time 

Figure 2.7. Sample sequential microcode 

2.8. Multiple Sequences 

The controller may be made to execute multiple sequences by adding one control bit 

to the word width, the load control bit. This bit connects to the load control line of the 

loadable counter, as shown in Figure 2.8. The data input to the counter receives the start 

address. The new start address is gated into the counter when the load control bit equals " 1." 
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PROM 
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Figure 2.8. Multiple Sequence Controllers 

The counter operates as counters as long as the load control field is zero. A " 1" in the 

load control field in the last microinstruction of the sequence will load the counter. 

If the controller is a computer control unit (CCU), the start address of each 

microroutine is derived from the current machine instruction. At the minimum, an instruction 

register must be added between the data bus and the counter data inputs to store this 

instruction. A load control bit must be added to the microword for the instruction register, 

which must load prior to the counter load as shown in Figure 2.9. This scheme requires that 

the opcode equal the high-order bits of the start address, with low-order bits tied to logical 

"0". This is necessary to allow the starting addresses to be specialized by the minimum 

number of addresses required by the longest microroutine. If the controller is a computer 
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control unit (CCU), the start address of each microroutine is derived from the current 

machine instruction. 

Load =1 
Count = 0 

X= Source /L 
• > 

/ 

Load 

LDCTL 

Counter 

-Ak-

Microprogram 
Memory 

Clock 

^ 

Hardware Control 
Signal 

Figure 2.9. Basic CCU (x, number of bit in opcode; n, number of bits in counter address) 

It is to be noted that the clock pulse required by the controller has not changed, and also that 

the width of the memory is not a fiinction of its depth. This scheme is adequate if 

• There is sufficient room in the PROM memory 

• Space locations are acceptable 

• No microroutine exceeds 16 steps. 

If a microword exceeds 16 steps (here it is assumed that each macroinstruction is represented 
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by fixed 16 microinstruction), it would out run the start address, reducing the number of 

opcodes possible. Short routines leave discontinuous unused areas scattered throughout the 

PROM memory (fragmentation), which in this type of design may be acceptable. 

2.9. Mapping PROM 

If fragmented space and reduced numbers of available opcodes are not acceptable, 

one solution is to add a mapping PROM between the instruction register and the counter. The 

opcode is the address into the map, which in turn outputs the full start address of the 

microroutine to the counter, as shown in Figure 2.10. 
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Figure 2.10. Mapping PROM 

Start addresses may now be assigned at any location in the PROM memory rather 
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then requiring them to be equidistant from each other, and microroutines may be compacted 

in this way to delete excessive fragmented space. It is, however, a good idea to allow some 

unused areas within the PROM to allow for enhancement changes to the system. The final 

placement of the microroutines in the production PROMs should be done after the debug 

cycle to minimize mapping PROM changes. 

Another feature may be added once the mapping PROM approach is chosen. The 

mapping PROM may be made larger than required for normal running and contain address 

lines driven by switches to allow a privileged state, where all opcodes are valid, and a normal 

state, where certain opcodes are invalid, "trapping out" to an error trap address in the control 

memory. 

The control memory would not necessarily be larger than before. The CCU is shown 

in Figure 2.11. A good amount of control capability has been incorporated and all the 

microroutines are simple sequences. 
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CHAPTER III 

MICROPROGRAMMING CONTROL FLOW 

A microroutine can have different control flows in itself Some of them are 

sequential flow, unconditional branching, conditional branching, subroutine, looping etc. 

this Chapter deals with augmenting and adding to the CCU designed in the previous 

Chapter. 

3.1. Unconditional Branch 

Often microroutines may start differently but end with the same step. Also, once 

starting addresses are mapped, and the microinstruction position in the memory is fixed, 

there might arise a need to extend the microroutine length. Existence of a GOTO 

statement or unconditional branch to the next address would be helpful and desirable in 

such situations. The instruction flow is shown in Figure 3.1. 

Figure 3.1. Flow diagram, unconditional Jump- GOTO statement (IMP, Jump) [1] 
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This causes the counter to be loaded with the desirable next address, which is not 

in sequence with the current address. As this is to a start address a map is not involved. 

Instead, the microword width is expanded as shown in Figure 3.2, to contain a branch 

address field, up to 'n' bits wide, and a next address field. 
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i Control 

i ibit 
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Addr 
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4-6 bits 

ACC Load 
Enable,EN 

2 bits 

OP 
Code 
Load 

Ibit 

A JBAddr | 
Addr 1 

i 1 » 
1 1 

1-4 bits 1 1-4 bits \ 

Figure 3.2. Expanded microword 

The map and the branch address lines would be input to a 2:1 MUX network, 'n' 

bits wide. The address selection field of the microword operates the multiplexer select line. 

The MUX outputs are the inputs to the counter as shown in Figure 3.3. A sample of 

microcode is shown in Figure 3.4. It basically highlights the load control to the counter, 

the address MUX select and the branch address field. Here the program is assumed to 

start at address 50.Until address 53, the instructions are sequentially executed. But at 

address 53 the counter is loaded (LDCTL=1) with a branch address (BR ADR-90). The 

ADR MUX field is set to zero. Address 90 causes a branch back to address 13. 
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Figure 3.3. CCU with branch capability [1] 

Address 14 causes the counter to be loaded (LDCTL=1) with a new start address 

(ADR MUX=1). This is the last step in the microroutine that began in address 50. 
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Figure 3.4. Microcode, demonstrating the use of JUMPs (x bits are 'don't care' for the 
opcode; numbered bits are address for this opcode) [1] 

The width of the branch address field could be less than W, restricting the 

allowable range of a (branch. This can complicate the task for the microprogrammer 

and should be avoided. It is always good to keep various parts of microroutine in a 

relatively compact area. Keeping the various parts in a compact area increases the 

efficiency of the controller. If possible without employing the use of artificial 

enforcement. 
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3.2. Conditional Branch 

It is sometimes desirable to terminate a microroutine in one of the several different 

ways depending on one or more conditions. The conditions listed could be various static 

bit outputs of the ALU based on the result of an operation. Status outputs can include 

1. Z (zero)= 1 if ACC=0 

2. S(sign)=l if ACC<0 

3. CouT=l if |ACC|> range 

4. OVR(overflow)= 1 if error 

5. The result of compare operations. 

Only one condition is testable at a time. Hardware could be used to combine a number of 

conditions to supply one test bit if that combination is expected to occur frequently. 

Figure 3.5 shows the program flow for a conditional branch. 
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4 3 
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G o r H J H i o n = F A L S E 

Figure 3.5. Conditional Branch Flow Diagram. 'If-Then -Else' conditional Branch (CJP, 
conditional Branch) [1] 

The ability to test a condition and to branch if the condition is true is provided by 

adding a MUX at the counter load control. The load control field in the microword is 

changed to a address condition select, which selects 

• Ground (count,no branch) 

• Condition 1 or condition 2 (load branch address into counter if TRUE) 

• Vcc (unconditional branch, load counter). 

The CCU is shown in Figure 3.6, with the configuration of load control MUX in Figure 

3.7. 
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Figure 3.6 CCU with branch capability [1] 
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A sample piece of microword is shown in Figure 3.8 that has both unconditional 

and conditional branches. As with most programming languages, if a conditional test fails 

(FALSE), execution continues sequentially as shown in statement address 30 and 31. The 

branch condition selection field is two bits wide. A wider field would allow a larger MUX 

and, therefore would allow more conditions to be tested. 
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Figure 3.8. Microcode, demonstrating conditional Jumps 

As is evident this chapter deals only with the hardware implementation for 

sequential execution of the microcode, unconditional and conditional branches, though the 

intended controller has the capability of stack operation and looping. These will be dealt 

with in Chapter IV, as some improvements will be made to the existing CCU of Figure 3.6 
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in congruent to the discussion in the proceeding chapter. This is done for the sake of 

clarity. 
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CHAPTER IV 

TIMING CONSIDERATIONS 

The basic controller evolved so far is a primitive CCU. Figure 4.1 shows the 

connections between this CCU and the ALU portion of the simple system described 

earlier. 
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Figure 4.1. Elementary System [1] 
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The clock pulse width, called the microcycle, is determined from the maximum 

propagation delay from clock to output plus the, maximum time delay for PROM read 

access plus the maximum time for ALU execution. All register write operations occur on 

the rising edge of the clock. All times are considered maximum worst case. 

4.1. Sequential Timing 

The timing diagram in Figure 4.2 shows a series of sequential program steps 

related to the CCU-ALU of Figure 4.1. At each rising edge of the clock, the counter 

increments and settles, and the counter outputs an address of the PROM, whose access 

time is greater than the counter settling time. As soon as the outputs are stable at the 

PROM output, execution begins in the ALU (Assuming that the operandi are available). 

On the rising edge of the clock, the ALU result is gated into the accumulator and the 

status signals which are being input to the condition MUX are assumed to be stable. (They 

would normally be gated into a status register on the same clock edge that loads the 

accumulator.) 
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Figure 4.2. Microcycle Timing for the no branch [1] 
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4.2. Branching 

If a conditional branch is to be executed, on the rising edge of the clock, the status 

signals from the previous instruction and the result of that instruction are available. 

Concurrently, the counter has been incremented (Figure 4.3). (This counter is a 

Synchronous loading counter). The microinstuction i+l has been fetched, and this is the 

conditional branch. 
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Figure 4.3. Microcycle timing for branch. Conditional branch on result of previous 
microinstruction [1] 

When the outputs are available from the PROM memory, the control signals are 

signals are sent to the counter to cause it to load the branch address if the tested condition 

is TRUE .The MUX select bits, and the condition inputs propagate directly through the 

MUX prior to the next rising edge of the clock. No ALU activity occurs. 

On the next rising edge of the clock, the branch address enters the counter and the 

address is input to the PROM. Execution proceeds as before. There is no difference in the 

instruction cycle of a branch address and a non-branch instruction in this system. 

However, while the memory is being accessed, the ALU remains idle, and while ALU 
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executes, the memory remains idle. The minimum total width of the microcycle, Cp, is 

the sum of the worst-case fetch and execute times. 

4.3. Pipelining 

To improve speed, it is desirable to allow overlap of the ALU and the memory 

fetch processes. This is possible by adding a register at the PROM output, called a 

Pipeline register. The counter is acting as another pipeline register, holding the address 

that the memory is fetching. The PROM pipeline will hold the current microinstruction 

under execution. 

This will allow the counter to move one count ahead and therefore will allow 

memory fetch of the z+lst microinstruction to be overlapped with execution of the ith 

microinstruction. The configuration is shown in Figure 4.4. 
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This will allow the counter to move one count ahead and therefore will allow 

memory fetch of the z+lst microinstruction to be overlapped with execution of the i* 

microinstruction. The configuration is shown in Figure 4.4. 

Figure 4.5 shows the timing diagram for sequential execution of this system. 

When the counter contains the address of the microinstruction I, the memory fetches 

microinstruction i. The pipeline register contains microinstruction /-I, which is under 

execution. If the microinstruction uses ALU, the ALU is executing the commands of the 

microinstruction z-1 at this time. The accumulator contains the result of the execution of 

the microinstruction /-2, hence the reference of a two-level pipeline. 
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Figure 4.5. Microcycle Timing for the Pipeline System, No Branch [1] 

On the rising edge of the next cycle, the counter increments and the memory 

move to fetch microinstruction z+l. The pipeline loads with the outputs of the previous 
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memory fetch, microinstruction I, and execution proceeds as before. The microcycle (no 

branch) is now: 

^ P — A counter clock to output "'" T PROM read access {OT) Cp=T pipeline clock to o/p "*" T ALU execution 

Whichever is greater. If the PROM read access time is not longer than the execute time, 

then the second equation dominates. 

4.4. Pipeline Branch 

Table 4.1 examines what happens when a Branch is executed. On the rising edge 

of the clock, the address of the microinstruction / is in the counter and the memory is 

fetching the microinstruction at this address. Execution proceeds as before until the third 

clock signal. At this point, the address microinstruction i+2 is in the counter and the 

memory is fetching microinstruction i+2. 

On the next clock edge microinstruction i+2 cannot be loaded into the pipeline. A 

control must block one clock pulse to the pipeline register. The branch address is loaded 

into the counter, and the memory fetches this address. The pipeline still contains 

microinstruction /+1, the branch instruction must not execute. Essentially, the execute 

phase is rendered idle during this microcycle. The next rising edge of the clock loads the 

branched-to address into the pipeline, and the execution proceeds as before. The 

problems are obvious. 

• A control line and possibly some SSI/MSI controls must be added to the hardware to 

prevent cyclic execution of the conditional branch instruction. 

• For one microcycle the ALU is idle and for two microcycles the ACC is unchanged. 
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The process is called "flushing the pipeline." On execution of a branch 

instruction; since there is a two-level pipeline, it takes two microcycles to refill the 

pipeline or to fiiUy recover. This is not desirable if there are frequent branches in a 

program because the time gained by overlapping memory fetch and ALU execution will 

be lost. 

Table 4.1: Microcycle Timing for the Pipeline System, Branch on Result 

CLOCK 
(each col = one îcycle) 

Incrementer 

UPC Register 

Memory 

Pipeline Register 

ALU 

Accumulator 

cycle 

^-inst i+l 
ADR 
^i-inst i 
ADR 
FETCH 
|i-inst i 
^-inst i-1 

EXECUTE 
H-insti-1 

Result of 
|i-inst i-2 

cycle 

H-inst i+2 
ADR 
^-inst i+l 
ADR 
FETCH 
ju.-inst i+l 
|u-inst i 

EXECUTE 
|i-inst i 

Result of 
|Li-inst i-1 

cycle 

|Li-inst b+1 
ADR 
H-inst i+2 
ADR 
FETCH 
|Li-inst b 
^-inst i+l 
EXECUTE 
fi-inst i+l 
Cond 
BRANCH) 
Result of 
H-inst i 

cycle 

^i-inst b+2 
ADR 
|i-inst b+1 
ADR 
FETCH 
|i-inst b+1 
|Li-inst b 

EXECUTE 
|i-inst b 

Result of 
^-inst i+l 

cycle 

^-inst b+3 
ADR 
^-inst b+2 
ADR 
FETCH 
|i-inst b+2 
|Li-inst b+1 

EXECUTE 
|i-inst b+1 

Result of 
|i-inst b 

4.5. Improved Architecture 

The CCU is improved by placing the next address MUX to input directly into the 

PROM to avoid the counter set-up time. The counter then becomes one of three inputs 

into the next-address MUX. The condition select MUX must be replaced by equivalent 

logic to generate the two MUX select signals of the new start address MUX. 

The counter has moved to a position where it cannot receive a proper input. It 

must be replaced with a register, called the microprogram counter (fiPC) .The 

incrementer is connected to the PROM memory input and outputs to the ^iPC. The 
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incrementer always contains the address being fetched resulting configuration is shown in 

Figure 4.6. 
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Figure 4.6. Completed Elementary System [1] 

4.6. No Branch 

The timing diagram for Figure 4.6 for no-branch execution is shown in Table 4.2 

What exists now is a three-level pipeline. During the first microcycle, the memory is 

fetching microinstruction i. The address of microinstruction i is in the |^PC. The 

incrementer is one instruction ahead, with the execution. The ACC contains the resuhs of 

microinstruction i-2. The execution proceeds as in earlier diagrams. 
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Table 4.2. Microcycle Timing for System in Figure 4.6, No Branch[l] 

CLOCK 
(each col = one M,cvcle) 

Incrementer 

|LiPC Register 

Memory 

Pipeline Register 

ALU 

Accumulator 

cycle 

p.-inst i+l 
ADR 
^i-inst i 
ADR 
FETCH 
|Li-inst i 
H-inst i-1 
EXECUTE 
|i-inst i-1 
Result of 
|a-inst i-2 

cycle 

|i-inst i+2 
ADR 
p.-inst i+l 
ADR 
FETCH 
ji-inst i+l 
|Li-inst i 
EXECUTE 
|n-inst i 
Result of 
^i-in St i-1 

cycle 

|i-inst i+3 
ADR 
|i-inst i+2 
ADR 
FETCH 
|Li-inst i+2 
]Li-inst i+l 
EXECUTE 
^-inst i+l 
Result of 
[i-'mst i 

cycle 

|i-inst i+4 
ADR 
fi-inst i+3 
ADR 
FETCH 
|Li-inst i+3 
|i-inst i+2 
EXECUTE 
H-inst i+2 
Result of 
^-inst i+l 

cycle 

|n-inst i+5 
ADR 
|i-inst i+4 
ADR 
FETCH 
^-inst i+4 
H-inst i+3 
EXECUTE 
|Li-inst i+3 
Result of 
^-inst i+2 

4.7. Improved Branching 

The difference between the design is shown in the activity, which occur when a 

branch is executed, as shown in Table 4.3. 

Table 4.3. Microcycle timing for the system in Fig;ure4.6, Branch on Result of 
microinstruction I (|Li-INST-i) [1] 

CLOCK 
(each col = one iiicycle) 

Incrementer 

|LiPC Register 

Memory 

Pipeline Register 

ALU 

Accumulator 

cycle 

^-inst i+l 
ADR 
|Li-inst i 
ADR 
FETCH 
^i-inst i 
|j-insti-l 

EXECUTE 
|i-insti-l 

Result of 
|Li-inst i-2 

cycle 

^-inst i+2 
ADR 
^-inst i+l 
ADR 
FETCH 
^-inst i+l 
|Li-inst i 

EXECUTE 
^-inst i 

Result of 
|i-inst i-1 

cycle 

^-inst b+1 
ADR 
|i-inst i+2 
ADR 
FETCH 
|n-inst b 
^-inst i+l 
EXECUTE 
p.-inst i+l 
Cond 
BRANCH) 
Result of 
|i-inst i 

cycle 

ji-inst b+2 
ADR 
H-instb+1 
ADR 
FETCH 
|i-inst b+1 
|n-inst b 

EXECUTE 
|i-inst b 

Result of 
ji-inst i+l 

cycle 

|i-inst b+3 
ADR 
H-inst b+2 
ADR 
FETCH 
|i-inst b+2 
H-inst b+1 

EXECUTE 
|Li-inst b+1 

Result of 
^-inst b 
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On the second clock, the memory is fetching microinstruction /+1, and the address 

of microinstruction /+1 is in the ^iPC. The address of microinstruction i+2 is in the 

incrementer. Microinstruction i is in the pipeline register and is being executed by the 

ALU. The result of microinstruction z-1 is in the ACC. On the next clock, 

microinstruction z+l is loaded into the pipeline register. This is the conditional branch. 

The pipeline outputs controls to the condition select logic, which switches the MUX to 

pass the branch address. At the instant that the clock edge comes up, the |̂ PC is loaded 

with the address of the microinstruction z+2. As soon as the outputs are available, if the 

MUX has not yet switched, address z+2 will be sent to memory. 

The read access time of the PROM is greater than the propagation delay of the 

path through the pipeline, condition MUX, and next-address MUX, and is greater than 

the |aPC register setup time and the propagation delay of its output through the next-

address MUX. Any fluttering of the address inputs occurring fi-om the start of a fetch of 

the address is irrelevant, since the memory output is not sensed until the next clock. 

Therefore, during the third cycle, the branch address is fetched. 

The incrementer now contains the address following the branch address .On the 

next clock, execution proceeds with no flushing of the pipe and with no extraordinary 

idle times. Hence an increase of speed equivalent to one cycle is achieved, over the 

previous design (i.e., with out pipeline). This is desired CCU design. 
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CHAPTER V 

SUBROUTINE, STACK AND LOOP 

The CCU developed in Chapter IV is a high-speed unit capable of making 

decisions and branching around in the PROM control memory. Any problem may be 

programmed if GOTO and IF equivalent programming structures exist. The limitations 

are: 

• Available programming time 

• Available programming skill 

• Allowable memory size. 

The resulting program will run, but will be messy at best. As the complexity of 

the application increases, the need for more powerfixl programming capabilities 

increases. 

5.1. Expanded Testing 

The first change is to expand the number of testable conditions. Expanding the branch 

condition selection MUX that inputs to the next address MUX selection logic easily 

does this. This improved CCU is shown in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1. Expected Conditional Testing [1] 

5.2. Subroutines 

Up to this point, when a branch is executed, the only way to return from the 

branched-to routine is to execute another branch, and the programmer has to know the 

exact address. This is fine as long as the branched-to code is accessed by only one 

source routine and is required to return to only one source or calling location. When 

two or more microroutines need to branch to the same piece of code, and it is necessary 

to return from executing that code to the specific routine that called it, GOTO and IF 

structures are inadequate. 

It is now desirable to provide a means of storing the address of the calling 

statement and a means of accessing this storage for the return address. This ability in a 

higher-level programming language exists as SUBROUTESfES or PROCEDURES. 
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A subroutine can be called from anywhere in a program, and the return to the 

next statement following the calling statement is made either upon completion of the 

execution of the subroutine, an unconditional return or upon the successflil test of a 

condition a conditional return. Subroutine should be more than one or two statements 

long to avoid choppy code. (Debug and maintenance features must be stressed in any 

large microprogram, just as they are in any other programming language.) The flow of 

a subroutine calling program is shown in Figure 5.2 

PROGRAM 
SUgROUflNe 

JSBj JUMP TO SUSnOUr̂ NE 
fiTf: RETUf»Nf*ftOMSUefiCHj'f|M6 

Figure 5.2. Subroutine Flow QSB, Jump to subroutine; RTS, Return from subroutine [1] 
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When the statement at address 52 calls the subroutine, address 53 is pushed into 

the return address store. When the return statement at address 85 is executed, the return 

address is "popped" from the store, which provides the address of the next 

microinstruction. The hardware required to enable the CCU to do this is shown in 

Figure 5.3. The next-address select logic is expanded to add a load enable to the return 

address register. When a CALL instruction is executed, a branch to the subroutine is 

handled as any other branch with the addition that the contents of the |iPC are copied 

into the return address register. The increment contains the address of the second step of 

the subroutine. 
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Figure 5.3. Expected Conditional Testing [1] 
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To return, the RETURN statement will cause the next-address MUX to select the 

return address register outputs as the source of the next PROM address, with execution 

proceeding as if an unconditional branch had occurred. 

5.3. Nesting Subroutines 

Nested subroutines are flow diagrammed in Figure 5.4. Nested subroutines 

require more than one return address location and means of keeping track of the order of 

the calls. This is accomplished by using a LIFO (last in, first out) stack, pushing an 

address onto the stack when a CALL is executed and popping an address off, when a 

RETURN is executed. A stack pointer is used to point to the last entry, which is the top 

of the stack (TOS). 

The same rules that exist for any programming language apply for nested 

subroutines. When subroutines are nested, the call returns are tested as parenthesis in an 

algebraic equation - that is if the subroutine 3 calls subroutines 4, then subroutine 4 

returns to a point in subroutine 3. Subroutines 4 cannot jump out of the subroutine nest in 

one step. Each return must be popped from the stack in the order in which it was pushed 

back onto the stack. The TOS pointer can be incremented (for a PUSH) or decremented 

(for a POP) only one by one. 
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Figure 5.4. Nested Subroutine Flow [1] 

The hardware to allow this is shown in Figure 5.5. A LIFO stack replaces the 

return address register and a TOS pointer, a simple counter, has been added. The next-

address logic is expanded to provide loan enable and PUSH/POP controls to the stack and 

increment/decrement (INC/DEC) controls to the pointer. 
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Figure 5.5. Adding the FELO Stack and TOS Pointer [1] 

When a subroutine is called, the branch address passes as before. The TOS 

pointer is incremented, and the |iPC is moved into the LIFO stack to the position indexed 

by the TOS pointer. When a return statement is executed, the contents is gated by the 

next address select MUX into the PROM memory. On the next cycle the TOS pointer is 

decremented. 

5.4. Stack Size 

Since this stack is to handle microprogram subroutines and since the 

microprogram is composed of a number of microroutines which also modularize it, deep 

subroutine nesting is not desirable, nor is it necessary in the general case. For this CCU, a 
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stack four deep is provided and assumed to be adequate. Depending on the ability of the 

stack to wrap, that is, if the pointer can move from position 4, binary address 11, to 

position 1, binary address 00 on the fifth successive PUSH without any intervening POP, 

various types of disasters can occur. The stack may not signal that it is frill, depending on 

the implementation details. The programmer is cautioned. 

5.5. Loop 

Another desirable feature is the ability to repeat one or more statements for some 

number of time until the number of specified condition occurs as shown in Figure 5.6. 

This is the FOR-LOOP in programming languages. To handle such loops, the starting 

address must be storable and retrievable and a decrementing or incrementing counter 

must be provided. 

Pfti^ti t o 
STAUt' 

HMiMMMlMMHMHIHaiHIft 

cmwrrefi 

OiCREMSHt COUNTER 

CONIMTIOMAIL J>UIMR TO tOOP 

w COUHTEH « 0 
Oft 

^ CONDITIOiN s» FA4.15E 

Figure 5.6. Loop Flow. Conditional jump-to-loop (CJP) activated if counter not equal to 
0, orif CONDITION=FALSE [1] 
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The CCU under construction will not use a decrementing, settable counter. A basic flow 

for a loop is shown in Figure 5.6. 

5.6. Tristate Line 

The hardware required will require a few changes in the basic CCU. First, there 

are no more available inputs into the next-address MUX. Rather than expand from a 1-to-

4 to a l-of-8 MUX, which would increase the microword size, it is chosen instead to 

reroute the pipeline branch address lines and have a branch address lines share one the 

MUX inputs with the mapping PROM, since a start address will never occur at the same 

time. To allow this sharing, the branch address portion of the pipeline register and the 

mapping PROM outputs must be tristate lines and must have output enable control 

signals supplied by the next-address select logic. 

5.7. Start Address Storage 

The register used to store the start address of the loop is added in parallel with the 

address bus and may be loaded from the mapping PROM or from the pipeline branch 

address field. The register is connected to the next-address MUX. Register loading must 

be controlled by either the next address logic control or by microinstruction control. 

5.8. Counter 

A counter is added such that it is loadable from the mapping PROM or a pipeline 

branch address field. The technique of allowing a microword format field to be an 

address in one microinstruction and a count value in another microinstruction is called 
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overlapping. The next-address control logic must control the load enable and the 

decrement control of the counter. The counter provides a status input to the condition 

MUX, which is used to determine when the contents of the decrementing counter reaches 

0. The hardware for these versions of the CCU is shown in Figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.7. CCU with Loop Capability [1] 

The next address control block for the sample CCU is a complex piece of logic. It 

receives 4 bits of encoded instruction from its field in the format (bits 10-13), and also 

receives 1 bit from the condition MUX output (the signal TEST). So far, it will generate 

the control signals listed in Table 5.1. The 4-bit instrucfion field allowed 16 different 
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instructions to be generated: their mnemonic list is given in Table 5.2. (Note that TEST is 

active HIGH: a test has failed if TEST is LOW). 

Table 5.1. Control Signals [1] 

Control Signals 

Signal 

MAPE 

PLE 

Si, So 

FE 

PUP 

CNT LOAD 

CNTE 

Definition 

Output Enable, mapping PROM (overbar) 

Output Enable, pipeline register (overbar) 

2 bits of next-address MUX select 

File (stack)Enable (overbar) 

Stack PUSH/POP Control 

Counter Load Enable (overbar) 

Counter Decrement Enable (overbar) 

When a loop is to be executed, an LDCT instruction loads the counter with the 

limit value. This instruction must occur before the loop is executed. Next, the type of 

loop determines the loop instruction itself Three types exist: 

• Loop until counter = 0, the starting address is stored in the last statement of the loop; 

RPCT 

• Loop until counter = 0, the starting address is stored in the stack prior to the loop 

beginning to execute; RFCT 

• Loop until a specified TEST is successfiil; the starting address has been stored in the 

stack prior to the loop beginning to execute; LOOP 
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Table 5.2. Instruction Table [1] 

Mnemonic 

CJP 

CJPP 

CJS 

CJV 

CONT 

CRTN 

JMAP 

JP 

JRP 

JSRP 

JZ 

LDCT 

LOOP 

PUSH 

RFCT 

RPCT 

Definition 

Conditional Jump Pipeline (Jump IF) 

Conditional Jump Pipeline: POP Stack 

Conditional Jump Subroutine from Pipeline (and PUSH) 

Conditional Jump Vector (Interrupt) 

Continue(nPC = îPC + 1) 

Conditional Return (and POP) 

Jump to Map Address (next op) 

Jump to Pipeline Address (Branch) 

Conditional Jump to Register or Pipeline 

Conditional Jump Subroutine from Register or Pipeline (and PUSH) 

Jump to Address Zero (REST or Initialize) 

Load Counter and Continue 

Repeat Loop, TEST=FAIL, from Stack 

PUSH Stack; Conditional Load Counter and Continue 

Repeat Loop, until counter = 0, from stack 

Repeat loop, unfil counter = 0, from pipeline 
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Note that the CCU as developed is for the general case and used a register with the loops. 

It is also possible to use the register as an alternate subroutine start address (Ri) or as an 

alternate branch address in two way jump instructions (IF- (TEST = TRUE) - THEN-

ELSE structures). For example, JRP is a jump to register address Ri or pipeline address 

Di depending on the result of a TEST. Also note that during any microcycle, the register 

may contain the value of the branch address from any of the previously executed 

microinstructions. 
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CHAPTER VI 

INSTRUCTION FORMAT 

As the frinctionally and the block diagram is already realized, this Chapter deals 

with the hardware realization of each block. The following section is dedicated to 

explaining the different control flows associated with each instruction mnemonic. 

6.1. Instruction Mnemonic 

6.1.1. Jump zero (JZ) 

There arises a need to use the jump zero instruction by the power-up or restart 

sequences, if the stack is to be used anywhere in the program. The diagrammatical 

representation is shown in Figure 6.1. J2 resets the TOS (top of stack) pointer to binary 

0. It may be made to execute in various ways. 

CONT« 

C0HT1 

CONT 2 

CONT 3 

-1® JZ 

4ump to Zjftro 

From special addre-sa or TSB&t or 
pl^9P(ne r«gi«Ur,«Uh«r tt^na (OQ0O> 
{4Zy t« Am29io tir ihe iniUlt2»ld«n 
{Start. ReBSt) could aend addraBS 
(FFF)mio mlcrom«mo<-y. 

JZ re««tB the stack end ehtould be the 

CC 

X 

CauntemG' 

K 

Stack 

CLgAR 

Address 1 Re^lsl«r/ 

0 1 NC 

OE 

PL 

Figure 6.1. Diagrammatic representation of Jump Zero (JZ) [1] 
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If a pipeline is being used, as in this case, resetting the pipeline register sends zero 

as the hex code for the instruction word. Since this represents JZ (0000), the controller 

executes JZ. A reset, restart or power-up control causes the pipeline to reset. 

6.1.2. Continue (CONT) 

This instruction represents sequential program execution. The control flow is 

shown in Figure 6.2. The register/counter combination and the stack are not altered. The 

microprogram program counter register is the source of next address. The CC (Condition 

Code Mux) input is unused, and the pipeline output enable PL is enabled. 

com 50 
CONt 51 

CONT 52 

CO NT 53 

SE>quentlal 
pragtam 
Flow 

CC 

n 

CaurHeraQ 
Line 

X 

$t!»<l? 

NC 

Saurce i Counter 

IHPC [ NC 

Og 

PL 

Figure 6.2. Diagrammatic Representation for Continue (CONT, E 1110) [1] 

6.1.3. Jump Map (JMAP) 

JMAP is a Jump-to-map address. The diagrammatical representation is shown in 

Figure 6.3. Based on the opcode this is the instruction used to start different 

microroutines. These microroutines decode the opcode. The instruction branches to the 

address appearing on the Di (The inputs to the next address Mux, from the memory map. 

Refer next address MUX Figure in the proceeding Chapter ) inputs, and the MAP output 
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enable is active. This statement is normally incorporated at the end of a microroutine or 

placed at a case-branch (jump-op) location in a microprogram. 

MElppir>g PROM Addro«£ 

CONT SO 

CONT SI 

CC 

)(. 

CourH6r«9 
Lire 

X 

§ts>C* 

NC 

Source 1 Counter 

0 1 NC 

og 

M p̂ 

Figure 6.3. Jump Map (JMAP, 2, 0010) [1] 

6.1.4. Conditional Jump PL (CJP) 

Jump to pipeline address if condition is true, else continue as shovm in Figure 6.4. 

This instruction is equivalent to the IF construct in higher programming language. It is 

used to test the occurrence of a condition. IF the CC input (condition code Mux) 

CONT s<i 

CONT 51 

IF TEST CJV 52 

com S3 

CONT S4 
I FAIL T ^ i coNT^^) 

CONT 21 

CC 1 Cdunitet«Q 

1 '-''*̂  
PAS$ 1 X 
FAIL 1 

$|jie«( 

NC 

SiMjrce 

P«g(l5itW 
Caunter 

NC 

OE 

VECT 

Figure 6.4. Diagrammatic representation for Conditional jump pipeline (CJP, 3, 0011) [1] 
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is low (the condition is TRUE), the next address is provided by the branch address field 

in the pipeline register. The stack and the register counters are unaffected. IF CC is 

HIGH, CJP behaves as a CONT instruction, as shown in Figure 6.4. 

6.1.5. Conditional Jump Vector (CJV) 

CJV is a Jump to Vector map address if the condition is true, else continues as 

shown in Figure 6.5. This is another IF construct used to test the occurrence of an 

interrupt request. If CC input is low, the vector map provides the next address. Here too 

the stack and the register counter are unaffected. The VECT enable is Active. If the CC 

is HIGH, CJV behaves as CONT. 

COMT 50 

CONt $1 

IF TEST CJV 52 

COMT S3 

CONTS4 CONT 20 

CONT 21 

CC 

PA$$ 
FAIL 

Ccujnti&l-sD 
Line 

X 

$9ac8i 

NC 

Aa(Jt*S5 
Source 

D 
HPC 

CcunSer 

NC 

OE 

VECT 

Figure 6.5. Diagrammatic representation for conditional jump vector (CJV, 6, 0110) [1] 
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6.1.6. Load counter and continue (LDCT) 

This instruction allows the use of the register/counter block, which is needed by 

several instructions. Each requires that the register/counter block be loaded prior to its 

execution as shown in Figure 6.6. In this case the register/counter loading LDCT and I 

unconditional, behaves as a continue instruction. What ever is gated onto the Di (refer 

diagram) inputs is unconditionally loaded into the register/counter but in this case the PL 

enable is ACTIVE; the stack is unaffected. Note that this instruction must be executed 

before a loop instruction or a jump, which used the register. 

Coufl^iifr 

CC CounlerttO 
Line 

Stack 
Source I C'cunter 

OE 

NC |JFC LOAD PL 

Figure 6.6. Diagrammatic representation for Load counter and continue [1] 

6.1.7. Conditional Jump R/PL (JRP) 

The CJRP instruction is a conditional statement. The diagrammatical 

representation is shown in Figure 6.7. Here an address is loaded into the register/counter 

block. Hence always LDCT must occur prior to execution of JRP. If the condition code 

Mux output CC is low the next address is from the pipeline; otherwise it is taken for the 

register/counter block. Regardless of the test result, the flow is non-sequential, as a 
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branch either of the address is taken. Here PL enable is active, and the register/counter 

and stack are unaffected. 

CONT 26 

LDCT27( KH) 
Counter 

CONT 50 

CONT 51 

CONT5S 

iFTEST JRP̂  

CONT 70 

CONT 71 

CONT 72 

CONT BO 

CoNTai 

C0NT«2 

CC 

PAS$ 
FAIL 

Line 

X 

Slack 

NC 

Address 
Source Counter 

NC 

OE 

PL 

Figure 6.7. Diagrammatical representation for Condition jump register/pipeline (JRP, 7, 
0111) [1] 

6.1.8. Conditional jump subroutine from pipeline (CJS) 

This instruction helps to jump to a microprogram subroutine, following the testing 

of a condition as shovm in Figure 6.8. The address of the first instruction in the 

subroutine is given in the pipeline. If CC is low (TRUE) a branch is taken to the 

subroutine. Before the branch to a subroutine, the contents of the microprogram counter 

are loaded into the stack, and the TOS (Top of Stack) pointer incremented. CJS behaves 

as a CONT if CC is HIGH (False). The stack is unaffected and PL is ACTFVE. 
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CONT 50 

CONT Si 

\P T6$T CJ$ 52 

CONt 53 
Fail I 

^ CQNT54 

CONT5S 

Push "53" onlo suck 

CONTSa Siibrouline £larl adldr«s€ 
come$ Trom branch atldr«$fi 

CONT {11 '̂ '̂̂  ^̂  tnicrOWord 

CONT 32 

CRTNga 

CC 1 CoLihler=0 
Lit̂ e 

PASS 1 X 
FAIL 

&ta«l< 

PUSH; 
NC 

Source 

|3PC 

CoiH t̂M-

HC 

OE 

PL 

Figure 6.8. Diagrammatical Representation for Condition jump subroutine from pipeline 
(CJS, 1, 000) [1] 

6.1.9. Conditional jump subroutine from register/pipeline (JSRP) 

As is the case with JRP, JSRP is a conditional subroutine jump, where the control 

or the next address is in the register/counter block or the pipeline. The diversion is 

established according to the condition. But a difference is that regardless of the test 

result, the next sequential address (55 in the Figure 6.9) is pushed onto the stack and TOS 

pointer incremented. Here too LDCT must have occurred prior to the execution of JSRP. 

IF CC is low (TRUE) a branch is taken to the subroutine whose address is taken from the 

register/counter (90 in the figure). The PL enable is ACTIVE and the restore/counter and 

the stack is unaffected. On the other hand, if C is HIGH (FALSE), the start address is 

taken from the branch address field of the pipeline (80 in figure). 
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I 

CONt 2S 

LDCt 27 

COiyTSO 

CONT 51 

' CONT 82 

T IF TEST JSRI^SS 

Address 70 ^'^^^ 
Irom r«g<si«r 

CONT r6 

CONt 71 

CONT 72 

CONT 7a 

CRTN 74 

^ ^ Siii>rouHln» Slart 
- > ^ 0 ^ Addr»«8. 

/ Counter 

^ass Oft Fall 

f<rx>m br»>ch address liiekl 

CONT BO 

CONT SI 

CONTS2 

CONT 83 

CRTN 84 

CC 

PASS 
FAIL 

OounterKiQ 

X 

Stack 

PUSH 

A.-ddras^ Register/ 
Counter 

NC 

oe 

PL 

Figure 6.9. Diagrammatical Representation of the conditional jump subroutine 
register/pipeline (JSRP, 5, 0101) [1] 

6.1.10. Conditional Return (CRTN) 

A return instruction is normally placed at the end of a subroutine sequence. But if 

a subroutine has to be conditionally ended before the last statement, CRTN is used. 

Moreover, the same instruction can be used for an unconditional return. In the latter case 

the return is based on the result of a test. The diagrammatically representation is shown 

in Figure 6.10. 

Two ways exist for an unconditional return; either the selected input to the 

conditional Mux is a forced PASS input (grounded in the active - low case), or the 

CCEN input is switched HIGHT. CCEN is the conditional code Mux enable. IF CC is 

low either as a result of a valid test, or from a forced LOW input, the next address is 
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taken from the LIFO stack and the stack is flushed (single POP). At the same time TOS 

pointed is decremented. The register/counter is unaffected and PC enable is ACTIVE. 

On the contrary, if CC is high, CRTN behaves as CONT. In either case CRTN should 

not be executed if the stack is empty. 

CONT 50 

CONT Si 

CJ$ 52 

CONt 53 

CONT 54 

C0NT5S 

PU6h'-S3."Df1loSlaek 

C ONT W SubftKlEln^ ̂ larl iddri^s 
CCMTTMS from branch address 

CONT 91 Irald ih tnicrdWord 

CONT ̂ 2 

CRTN B3 

CONT 94 

CONT gs 

CRTN-9e 

Condlllonai R^lurri 

Fai i l 

t 
Uhci^hdillona] H«turh 

CoUh!i&t'=Oi &tact< 
Source CoiHtt«r 

PUSH 
NC 

Q 
(iPC 

MC 

^ ^ ^ MAMVWWWWMVWWVVWMW MAMMWWVWWWWWUWUWWWWt WMWWWWWVAWUWWWUWWWWUHAA^ 

Disable 
(CCEN= H 

ocCC=L 

POP SlacK NC 

Figure 6.10. Diagrammatical Representation for Conditional return (CRTN, A, 1010) [1] 

6.1.11. Repeat PL if CNTROO (RPCT) 

This instruction means repeat from pipeline if counter is not equal to zero as 

shown in Figure 6.11. RPCT is normally placed at the end of a loop. The number of 

times the loop is to be taken is loaded into the register/counter block and decrements each 

time the control reaches the RPCT statement. The branch to the first instruction of the 

loop is placed in the branch address field of the pipeline hence RPCT. 
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CC 

CONt 50 

LDCt 51 

CONT 52 

CONT 59 

t<in9 

30 

(Part of 
Jnstr, PIA) 

St»ck 

MC 

Counter 

&ddre$s |̂ R«gistar^ 

MPC NC 
09cr«m»ftt 

oe 

PL 

Counier 

Figure 6.11. RPCT Representation (RPCT, 9, 1001) [1] 

6.1.12. Push/Conditional Load Counter (PUSH) 

This instruction PUSH the content of POP registers into the STACK and 

conditionally load the counter as shown in Figure 6.12. This instruction must 

immediately precede the first statement in a loop controlled by LOOP or RECT 

CONT 50 

IF TEST PUSH 51 

CONT 52 

CONT 53 

Stack Pass or Fail 
Push next address 
onto Stack 

** i Regisier/f 
Counter 

CC 

PASS 
FAIL 

Countw^Q 
Line 

^ I Q v V L 

JWUWWWWWWWWW 

PUSH 

AddresBii Regiaterf 
Source I Coumter 

HPC LOAD 
NC 

OE 

WUWWB^waWWQ» 

PL 

Figure 6.12. Diagrammatical Representation for PUSH (Push, 4, 1000) [1] 
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6.1.13. Repeat Loop, CNTR o 0 (RFCT) 

This instruction means to repeat a loop from the stack if the counter is not equal to 

zero. The diagrammatical representation is shown in Figure 6.13. Here the start address 

of the loop is loaded into the stack prior to the execution of the loop. At the end of a 

loop, according to the condition of the counter, the loop is either terminated (and CONT) 

or restarted. As explained towards the end of the last chapter, this is one way of realizing 

a loop. 

PUSH mu^t immediately 
precede the f Irsi atatement Pil S 4 46 

In Ihe loop (47 on stack) 

COMT 47 

COHT 4S 

CO f̂T 49 

IF TEST RPCT 50 

COhfT 51 

Stack Push or PUSH; reference 
(no POP) on RFCT and 
counts- * {y. POP on RFCT 
and counter ^ -0 

Register/ Load on PUSH; Dacrement 
Counier on RFCT If counter « 0 

Counit6h=Q 

noncnoo KWWWOWW 

Stack 

POP 
NC 

Addr«ES 
Source 

|iPC 
Stack 

Register;! 
Counter 

NC 
Decremenl 

OE 

PL 

Figure 6.13. Diagrammatical Representation for RFCT (8, 1000) [1] 

6.1.14. Test End Loop (LOOP) 

Other than RFCT, RPCT, the third kind of repeat loop construct is LOOP. Here It 

behaves similarly to RFCT except that the list which determines whether or not the loop 

is repeated is some selected condition other than zero. On CC = HIGH, loop behaves like 

CNT, with the added operation of popping the stack. If CC = LOW, the loop start 
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address is referenced from the top of the stack. Here register/counter is unaffected and 

PL enable is ACTIVE. 

A loop operation using LOOP requires that a PUSH instruction immediately 

precede the first microinstruction in the loop, the one whose address is to be pushed onto 

the stack. The loop microinstruction is the programming equivalent of a DO UNTIL or 

DO WHILE programming construct. 

6.1.15. Conditional Jump PL and POP [Stack] (CJPP) 

This is an instruction, which is used to conditionally exit a LOOP. CJPP may also 

be used to conditionally exit a subroutine where a return to the calling location is aborted. 

CJPP is a conditional jump using the pipeline register to provide the branch address. The 

difference between CJP and CJPP is that the latter POPS the stack, when CC = LOW. 

When CC=HIGH CJPP becomes CONT. The PC enable is ACTIVE. 

6.1.16. Jump to Pipeline (JP) 

Here the control is branching to the true branch address in the branch address field 

of the pipeline. This is equivalent to a GOTO construct in high level programming, as 

explained in Chapters II and III. 
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CHAPTER Vn 

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

7.1. Stack Register and Stack Counter 

A stack is realized for stack operations, defined by PUSH and POP commands. 

This stack has four levels capable of storing four bits at each level. As is typical with any 

stack, the stack pointer points to the location (in the stack), from where the data is taken 

in the event of a POP, and counts from 00 to 11 likewise in the event of a PUSH 

instruction, the data (which is the 4 bit address from microprogram counter register) is 

stored in the stack location pointed by the stack pointer. The hardware implementation is 

as shown. The registers are implemented with D flip-flops. The reset of each flip-flop is 

connected to the STK-CLEAR (write about STK clear). CNTO, CNTI, STK_CLK, FCI 

7 FCO control the clocks to the registers. CNTO & CNTI are the output of the counter, 

which comes from the TOP RHS comer combinational circuit. STK_CLK is the second 

output of the multiphase clock. FCO and FCI are the output of the next address logic 

block, they provide a unique 10 for up count - PUSH or 01 for down count - POP. The 

values of CNTO and CNT selects one of the AND gates and sends the clocks to it. In 

fact, the data lines are connected to all the respective inputs, so at any instant the data is 

present at all the register inputs, but only one level of stack register will acquire the input 

due to controlled clocking. During a POP instruction, the data is taken from the register 

pointed to by the STACK pointer (LIED basis) and the stack pointer decrements. 

The PUSH operative takes 2 clocks, which are defined by the 2 output lines from 

the multiphase clock CNT_CLK and STK_CLK. 
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The first in the series of 2 is CNTR_CLK. This line clocks the stack counter, 

which counts up for a PUSH operation. The STK_CLK will clock the stack register (that 

particular register pointed by the stack Pointer). In a POP operation the outputs of the 

multiphase clock are not used. Instead the main system clock clocks the stack pointer to 

the down count and the output is taken from the counter pointer stack register. Hence the 

PUSH operation takes 2 clock pulses while POP takes only one. The stack pointer is a 

basic three bit counter. The state-table is shown below: 

For Push Operation 
Stepl: Clock the counter 

Step2: Enable the stack register 
with the output of the counter 

For Pop Operation 
Stepl: Decrement the counter 

Figure 7.1. Stack Counter State Diagram 
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Table 7.1. State Table: Stack Counter 

State 
Variable 

Push 
Count 

Pop 
Count 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 

Present 
State 

000 
001 
010 
Oil 
100 

000 
001 
010 
Oil 
100 

Next 
State 

001 
010 
Oil 
100 
100 

000 
000 
001 
010 
Oil 

01 
01 
01 
01 
01 

10 
10 
10 
10 
10 

I/P 

Control 
I/P 
For Push 
Operation 

Control 
I/P 
For Pop 
Operation 

Excitation 
Dc DB DA 

0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 
1 0 0 
1 0 0 

0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 1 0 
0 1 1 

O/P 
0/P2 O/Pl 

0 
0 
1 
1 
1 

0 
0 
0 
0 
1 

0 
1 
0 
1 
1 

0 
0 
0 
1 
0 

For UP Count 

D A = QC Qa 

D B = ( Q ^ Gb ( 2 A ) + ( G C G B G A ) 

= G c ( ( 2 B © e B ) 

Dc = (GceBGA)+(!2A<2BGc) 

For DOWN Count 

DA = ( ( 2 c e B G A ) + ( G c ( 2 B e A ) 

DB = ( ( 2 C G B G A ) + (GC(2B<2A) 

Dc=0 

O/P for DOWN Counter 

0/P2 = ( (2C(2BGA) 

O/P for UP Counter 

0/P2 = (QcQBQ^) + iQAQBQc) 

7.2. Incrementor 

This is combinational digital circuit whose inputs are from the output of next 

address multiplexer. It represents the 'carry in' from the previous module. This line is 

used to connect other similar modules to higher bit addressing operations. This line gives 

the controller the modular capabihty. 
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7.3. Incrementor Equations 

The equations to the incrementor are generated from a basic adder. The generated 

equations are shown below: 

Cout = ( M 3 M 2 M 4 Cin) 

n = ( C i n M i ) - h ( C i n M i ) 

I2=(Cin M2)+ C i n ( M 2 M l ) + C in (M2 M i) 

I 3 = ( M 3 C i n ) 

14= M4(Cin) + ( C i n M 4 M 3 ) + Cin(M4M2)-H C ,n (M4 M3M2M1) 

C Out — Carry Out 
C In..... Carry In 

II, 12,13,14-— O/P into Micro program register 

7.4. Counter/ Register 

For the purpose of implementing loop functionality a counter is required. At the 

same time for counter operation a register is needed before the next address multiplexer. 

This functionality allows three-way-branching, case statements etc. As both of these kind 

of instructions are not used at the same time, common hardware is designed to act as a 

counter in a particular infrastructure (decided by CRI, CRO - the output of next address 

logic controls the clock) and a register otherwise. 

When CRI, CRO = 1 1 - Register 

When CRI, CRO = 00 - Counter (Counts down) 

CRI & CRO control the clock to the D flips. The truth table is show below: 
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Table 7.2. Counter/Register Module variables 

Present 
State 

0000 
0001 
0010 
0011 
0100 
0101 
OHO 
0111 
1000 
1001 
1010 
1011 
1100 
1101 
1110 
n i l 

Control 
(CRI/ 
CRO) 

00/11 
00/11 
00/11 
00/11 
00/11 
00/11 
00/11 
00/11 
00 /11 
00/11 
00/11 
00 /11 
00/11 
00/11 
00/11 
00 /11 

Next State 
When 
CR1,CR0= 
00 
0000 
0000 
0001 
0010 
0011 
0100 
0101 
Olio 
0111 
1000 
1001 
1010 
1011 
1100 
1101 
1110 

Next State 
When 
CR1,CR0= 
00 
0000 
0001 
0010 
0011 
0100 
0101 
Olio 
0111 
1000 
1001 
1010 
1011 
1100 
1101 
1110 
n i l 

Transition Table 
(For counter mode 
only)D3D2DiDo ('D' 
flip flop) 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 1 
0 0 1 0 
0 0 1 1 
0 1 0 0 
0 1 0 1 
0 1 1 0 
0 1 1 1 
1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 
1 0 1 0 
1 0 1 1 
1 1 0 0 
1 1 0 1 
1 1 1 0 

DO = <2RA QRC+ !2RA<2RD+ QRA GRB _ 

Di= QRAQRB+ QRAQRB QRC+J2RAQRBQRD 

D2= <2RAGRC+ QRBQRC+QRAQ^^QRCQRD 

D3= (2RD(!2RA!2RCI2RB) 

7 5. Next Address Multiplexer 

Next address multiplexer selects one of the four bit inputs and sends the data (here 

the address) to the microprogrammable memory and the incrementor. The incrementor 

inmiediately outputs the next address (present address + 1) and this is fetched by the 
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microprogram register in the next clock pulse at the same time the data in the location 

addressed by the previous address is clocked into the pipeline register. There are two 

different inputs to the multiplexer. 

MD4, MD3, MD2, MDl - Inputs from the tristate 

QRD, QRC, QRB, QRA - Inputs from the counter/register 

STK_OP4, STK_OP3, STK_OP2, STK.OPl - Inputs from stack 

upC4, upC3, upC2, upCl - Inputs from the microprogram register. 

M4, M3, M2 and Ml are the output of the multiplexer, which are connected to the input 

of the microprogram memory and incrementer. 

The tristate buffer arrangement selects one of the lines - output of the pipeline 

(PL4, PL3, PL2, PLl) and output of the MAP register (MAP4, MAP3, MAP2, MAPI). 

The controls to the tristate D_EN is obtained from the tristate control field of the pipeline 

output. Here if is represented as a switch. 

7.6. Next Address Logic 

This logic block can be considered in terms of two different circuits. The 

combinational circuit which decides what controls to send to the individual logic blocks 

like the next address mux, counter/register, stack register, stack counter, etc and the 

multiphase clock which is controlled by the FCO and FCI outputs of the combinational 

logic 

SI, SO - Controls to the next address multiplexer 

FCI, FCO - Controls to the multiphase clock which in turn controls the stack operations. 
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CRI. CRO - Controls to the counter/register combination. The values of CRI and CRO 

decides whether the combination will act as a register or a counter 

MAP_EN - This is the enable line to mapping PROM. 

PL_EN - Enable line for pipeline register. PL_EN is further modified to eff-PL, which is 

then connected to pipeline register/line. 

VECT EN - Enable line for VECT module. 
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Table 7.4. K-MAP for Co 

P3P2P1/P0TC 

000 
001 
on 
010 
no 
111 
101 
100 

000 001 on 010 no 111 101 100 

C =P +P P +P P P +P P P TC+P P P T C 
0 3 3 2 3 2 1 3 2 1 3 2 1 

Table 7.5. K-MAP for Ci 

P3P2P1/P0TC 

000 
001 
on 
010 
no 
111 
101 
100 

000 

1 
1 

001 

1 
1 

on 

1 

010 

1 

no 111 101 100 

C PPPP+PPPT 
1 = 3 2 1 0 2 1 0 
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Table 7.6. K-MAP for Fri 

P3P2P1/P0TC 

000 
001 
on 
010 
no 
111 
101 
100 

000 001 

1 

on 010 no 111 101 

1 

100 

1 

F =P PPP+PP+PPP+PPP+pppp+PPPPT 
0 3 2 1 0 3 1 3 2 1 3 2 1 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 

+ P P P T + P PPP+PPPPC 
3 2 1 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 

Table 7.7. KMAP for El 

P3P2P1/P0TC 

000 
001 
on 
010 
no 
111 
101 
100 

000 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

001 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

on 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

010 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

no 111 101 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

100 

1 
1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

F =P +P P +P P P P T 
1 3 3 1 3 2 1 0 
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Table 7.8. K-MAP for MAP-EN 

P3P2P1/P0TC 

000 
001 
on 
010 
no 
111 
101 
100 

000 
1 

001 
1 

on 
1 

010 
1 

no 111 101 100 

MAP-FN =P +P P +P P P +P P P P 
iVl/\r /LiV 3 3 2 3 2 1 3 2 1 0 

Table 7.9. K-MAP for So 

P3P2P1/P0TC 

000 
001 
on 
010 
no 
111 
101 
100 

000 

1 
1 
1 

1 

001 

1 
1 
1 

on 010 no 
1 
1 

1 

1 
1 

111 
1 
1 

1 

1 

101 

1 
1 

100 

1 
1 

1 

S =P P P +P P P P +P P P T + P P P TC+P P P TC^P PPT 
0 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 3 2 1 3 2 1 3 2 0 

+^ p p T+p p ^ p r + p p p ^ T 
3 2 0 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 
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Table 7.10. K-MAP for Si 

P3P2P1/P0TC 

000 
001 
on 
010 
no 
111 
101 
100 

000 001 on 010 no 
1 
1 

1 

1 
1 

111 
1 
1 

1 

1 

101 

1 

100 

1 

1 

S ^P P TC+P P TC + P P TC + P P TC+P P P P +P P P P 
1 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 0 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 

+^ p p ^ r + p P p T+p 'p P p T+p IP ^ P T'c+P P P P T'C 
3 2 1 0 3 2 0 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 3 2 1 0 
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Figure 7.2. Hardware Implementation: Incrementor 
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Figure 7.6. Hardware Implementation: Next Address Logic 
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CHAPTER VIE 

RESULTS 

A 4-bit microcontroller was successfully implemented using modular 

implementation technique. The simulation was done in Logic Works, with the clock to 

the circuit given in the form of individual pulses, as continuos clock hindered the process 

of changing different variables. The outcome of the simulation is shown at the end of this 

chapter. 

The explanation to the timing diagram is as follows. Out of the sixteen 

microinstruction mnemonic, nine instructions were selected. This sample of instructions 

encompasses all the relevant microprogram program control flows like sequential, 

branching, subroutine, and looping. Looping is represented by loading the contents of 

certain pipeline field (4-bits: MDl, MD2, MD3, MD4) which indicates the number of 

times the loop has to be repeated, into the Register/Counter logic. The different entries in 

the timing diagram are explained below. 

CLK Main clock to the module 

RESET Reset to the module 

SET Set to the module 

CNTRCLK Clock to the Stack Counter 

STK_CLK Clock to the Stack 

MAP_EN enable line to the Mapping PROM 

VECT-EN Vector enable 

PO, P1, P2, P3 O/P of the pipeline to the next addr logic 
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C Condition Code control 

EN_UP, EN_DN Control to the stack counter to count UP and DOWN 

STKCLEAR 

CRO, CRI 

FCO, FCI 

CNTO, CNTI 

register 

SO, SI 

Stack Clear 

Control to the Counter/Register logic 

Control line to the stack from next addr logic 

Control to the Stack registers to PUSH and POP a particular 

Next address MUX Control 

Ml, M2, M3, M4 Next address MUX O/P 

II, 12,13,14 . , --••—, - ^ " j Incrementor O/P 

upcl, upc2,upc3, upc4 O/P of the microprogram register 

A L B l , C1,D1 ^ 
- 5 - " ^ • ' J -.-^ - ^ , 

A2, B2, C2, D2 

A3, B3, C3, D3, 

A4,B4, C4,D4 J 

STK OP 

> 

Individual O/P of the stack register 

Selected Stack O/P during PUSH, POP operations 

MDl, MD2, MD3, MD4 O/P of the tristate buffer 

QRA... QRD O/P of the Counter/Register logic 
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Table 8.1. Explanation of the timing diagram 

Clock Pulse 
Number 

1 
2 
3 

4 
5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

Instruction 

0000 (JZ) 
0001 (CJS) 

0010 (JMAP) 
1100 (LDCT) 

0100 (PUSH) 

0111 (JRP) 

1000 (RFCT) 

1010 (CRTN) 

Operation/Activity 

SO, S1=00, STK CLR=H(stack cleared), MAP EN=H 
CNTR CLK=H (for PUSH operation) EN UP=H 

STK_CLK=H (clocking the O/P of the upcl-upc4 to 
stack) 

C=LOW; SO, SI =00; SEQUENTIAL OPERATION 
C=LOW; SO, Sl=l 1; the Register/Counter is loaded with 

MD1-MD4 (O/P of the tristate, which selects certain 
pipeline fields) 

C=LOW; Counter/Register loaded with MD1-MD4; 
PUSH operation initiated- CNTR CLK=H 

STK CLK=H (clocking the O/P of the upcl-upc4 to 
stack) EN UP=H 

C=LOW; SO, Sl=10; Next address from Register 

POP operation, SO, Sl=ll ; STK OPl STK 0P4 = 
A1,B1,C1,D1;EN DN=H 

C=LOW; another POP operation; EN_DN=H 

During the first clock pulse (CLK) as seen in Figure 8.1, P3 P2 PI PO = 0000 (JZ-

Jump to Zero). This is a sequential instruction. STK_CLR is high, clearing the stack as 

expected and MAP_EN is high which will load a new address (0000). 

For the 2°̂ * clock pulse, P3 P2 PI PO = 0001 which is the bit representation for 

CJS. This instruction has a stack PUSH operation as part of its definition. In accordance 

with the PUSH operation CNTR_CLK is high, clocking the stack counter. On the 3"̂  

clock, STK_C1K, which goes high, clocks the stack registers. The stack PUSH operation 

takes two clock pulses. 

P3 P2 PI PO = 0010 on the 4^ clock pulse. This is a Jump to Map instruction. As 

expected SO SI = 00 for sequential operation. At this value of SO and SI the next address 
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is taken from the 1"* input of the next address multiplexer to which the O/P of the 

Mapping PROM is connected. 

On the 5* clock pulse, the LDCT instruction is encountered with P3 P2 PI PO = 

1100. This is a Load-The-Counter instruction. For this operation SO SI =11 which is true, 

and the register is loaded with MDl, MD2, MD3, MD4 (O/P of the tristate that selects 

certain pipeline fields). Hence the output lines of the register, QRA, QRB, QRC, QRD 

have the expected value. 

Another Stack operation (PUSH) is executed by the controller in the next two 

clock pulses, 6^ and 7*̂ . As before EN_UP is high, which forces the stack counter to 

count up. Here at the 7* clock the bits in upcl-upc4 are clocked into the stack. (Upcl-

Upc4 = STK_0P1-STK_4) 

The controller on the 8th clock pulse executes a branch instruction. Here C=0, SO 

Sl=10 which is the requirement for a branch operation. Here it will branch to either the 

pipeline address if condition is true or the register address otherwise. Because C is low 

(condition check bit) the condition is false and hence the branch is to the register address. 

This is indicated by the SO and SI value, which is 01. 

The 9* and 10^ clock pulse encounters a stack operation, but here the instructions 

are RFCT- P3 P2 PI PO = 1000 and CRTN- P3 P2 PI PO = 1010 where SO Sl= 11 and 

both involve POP operations. The stack O/P (STKOPl- STK_0P4) is equal to the 1111 

for RFCT as that was the last entry into the stack at clock pulse 6. On the 10* clock pulse 

the stack outputs = 0111, which was the input into the stack at the first of the two PUSH 

operations at clock pulse 2. 
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Some glitches can be observed in the timing diagram, mainly at the outputs of the 

incrementor (11-14), next address multiplexer (M1-M4) and the next address logic (CRO, 

CRI, VECT-EN, MAP_EN, SO). The source of the glitches can be traced back to the next 

address logic. The inputs to this logic in reality should come from the pipeline register. 

As the pipeline register is not yet realized in design, the inputs were given through binary 

switches. Due to the abrupt change in input and the effect of the switch in simulation 

these glitches are seen in the timing diagram. As the incrementor and next address 

multiplexer has to wait for the control from next address logic, their 0/Ps are also 

affected. However, all of the glitches due to combinational logic have settled to the 

correct values before the next clock pulse. 
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Figure 8.1. Timing Diagram 
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CHAPTER IX 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMENDATIONS 

9.1 Conclusion 

The proposed 4-bit control unit has been designed and simulated successfully. 

Simulation results confirm the anticipated results. 

Any large-scale digital design expects to achieve the following objective 

• Simplicity in design, 

• Lower cost, 

• Higher reliability (stability of outputs at desired clock speeds), 

• Shorter design time and flexibility. 

All the above too are the fine points of this design endeavor. Logic design has been made 

as much simple and straight forward as possible because simplicity is one of the 

important criteria of modular design (building block). The simulation tool- Logic Works 

that was used is also low cost, which too is in the best interest of any digital design of this 

size. 

This microcontroller meets all the advantages of a typical building block. This is a 

LSI level design, as the number of transistors used for the design can be estimated to be 

above 3000. This microcontroller offers the flexibility in various applications. In broader 

terms it performs sequential, branching, loop and subroutine control flows whenever 

asked to by the microroutine. It can be cascaded for any higher number of bits such as 8, 

16, 24, 32 bits. With regard to the performance in speed, except for the subroutine 

microinstruction all other microinstruction executes in one clock pulse. Two clock pulses 
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are used in subroutines microinstruction to stabilize the operations of the stack counter 

and the stack itself. One of the main concerns while implementing the design was to 

avoid any race-round and problems arising due to clock skew. This emphasized the 

importance of stabilizing the outputs of each digital block in the design. 

One of the important disadvantages of modular based designs is low speed. As a 

single module on its own they can perform faster operations, but when cascaded speed is 

sacrificed to achieve bigger unit. But in this design the above statement does not hold 

good, as operations in other modules occurs simultaneously in parallel. This is due to the 

fact that none of the modules wait for an argument or output from the other, except in one 

case when the incrementer Cout output is ' 1 ' . And as incrementer is a combinational 

circuit the outputs are stabilized pretty fast. 

While cascading or using this unit as part of a larger design endeavor, 

connectivity is made very easily. There are only five inputs to the block- lines from the 

mapping PROM and Cin from other module and five outputs, one of which is the Cout, 

the other being connected to the microprogram memory. Hence the module achieves 

shorter design time and higher flexibility when instituted as part of a bigger design. 

9.2. Recommendations 

The hardware implementation of the microcontroller has been successfully 

achieved. Laying out and incorporating the layout into the cell library still needs to be 

done. Moreover some improvements in pipelining can be done for better performance. 
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